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Abstract
A sample of events enriched in bb quark pairs was selected in the data recorded by the DELPHI experiment at LEP
during 1992 and 1993, by the presence of secondary decay vertices from short-lived particles. Using this sample, the
average multiplicities of Kg, K*, p(p), A (A) and of charged particles in b6 events have been measured, distinguishing the
component from fragmentation and the component coming from the decay of b-hadrons. The measurement of the average
charge multiplicity in b6 events was used to compute the mean fractional beam energy carried by the primary b-hadron, and
the difference in charged particle multiplicity between bb events and light quark (uti, da, sS) events.

1. Introduction
The comparison of Z + b6 --+ hadrons with uCi,
da, sS --+ hadrons is relevant for the understanding of
multiparticle production mechanisms and for testing
hadronization models. While measurements of the average charged particle multiplicity in b6 events at the

Z peak exist [ l-31, this analysis presents the first results on the average multiplicities of identified particles such as K’& K*, p and A, and their momentum
spectra, in b6 and in the decay of b-hadrons * . The

1Unless otherwise stated, antiparticles are implicitly included.
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mixture of b-hadrons at LEP differs from that at the
Y (4s) because of the presence of Bf and b-baryons.
The DELPHI Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detector
(RICH) is used for the identification of charged particles.
A new method is proposed for distinguishing leading from non-leading hadrons, based on the rapidity
with respect to the thrust axis. This variable displays
a good separation, and it is rather independent of the
assumptions on the fragmentation and decay models (see Fig. 1 a, b and c for charged particles, K”
and A respectively). This allows the separation of the
b-hadron decay from fragmentation products, and to
measure the relevant branching fractions of b-hadrons.
The difference in charge multiplicity between
events initiated by b and uds quarks, &, is also measured and the results compared with different QCD
based models, which predict both the absolute value
for & and its behaviour as a function of centre-ofmass energy. In addition, the mean value of the fractional beam energy carried by the primary b-hadron is
inferred from the mean charged particle multiplicity
measurement in b6 events, by means of the JETSET
7.3 Monte Carlo model [4].

2. Experimental

method

The sample of events used in this analysis was accumulated during 1992 and 1993 with the DELPHI
detector at the LEP e+e- collider, operating at centreof-mass energies on or around the 2 peak. The sample
corresponds to a total of 1272 895 hadronic decays of
the Z.
A description of DELPHI can be found in Ref. [ 51.
Features of the apparatus relevant for this analysis are
outlined in Ref. [ 61. The analysis presented here relies
on the information provided by the central tracking
detectors: the Micro Vertex Detector (VD) , the Inner
Detector (ID), the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) ,
the Barrel Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detector (RICH)
and the Outer Detector (OD) .
- The VD consisted of 3 cylindrical layers of silicon
micro-strip detectors, at radii 6.3,g.O and 11.0 cm.
They measure Rq5 (transverse to the beam) coordinates over a length along the beam of 24 cm. The
polar angle coverage of the VD extends from 42O
to 138”.

451

- The ID is a cylindrical drift chamber (inner radius
12 cm and outer radius 22 cm) covering polar angles
between 29” and 151°.
- The TPC, the main tracking device of DELPHI, is a
cylinder of 30 cm inner radius, 122 cm outer radius
and has a length of 2.7 m. Each end-cap is divided
into 6 sector plates, each with 192 sense wires used
for the particle identification. The energy loss per
unit length (dE/dx) is measured by these wires as
the 80% truncated mean of the amplitudes of the
wire signals. A dE/dx measurement is considered
to be significant if at least 30 wires contribute to it.
About 25% of the charged particles with momentum, p, above 1 GeV/c have no dE/dx information
either because of too few hits or because of overlapping tracks.
- The OD consists of 5 layers of drift cells at radii
between 192 and 208 cm, covering polar angles
between 43” and 137’.
- The Barrel RICH [7] covers the polar angle between 40” and 140”. It identifies the charged
particles by measuring the angle of emission of
Cherenkov light, and thus the velocity. The mass of
the charged particle is then extracted by combining the velocity information with the momentum
measurement. In order to cover a large momentum
range ( 1 to 20 GeVlc), the DELPHI Barrel RICH
uses two different Cherenkov radiators, one liquid
(ChFt4) and one gaseous (C5Fi2).
The central tracking system of DELPHI covers the
region between 25” and 155” in polar angle, 0. The
average momentum resolution for the charged particles in hadronic final states is in the range Ap/p N
O.OOlp to 0.01~ (p in GeVlc), depending on which
detectors are included in the track fit.
Charged particles were used in the analysis if they
had:
(i) momentum larger than 0.1 GeVlc;
(ii) measured track length in the TPC greater than
25 cm;
(iii) 0 between 25O and 155O;
(iv) relative error on the measured momentum
smaller than 100%.
Hadronic events were then selected by requiring
that:
( LY)the total energy of the charged particles in the
event exceeded 12% of the centre of mass energy;
(p) there were at least 5 charged particles with
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Fig. 1. Rapidity distributions for (a) charged particles, (b) K”‘s, (c) A’s arising from fragmentation
(the three carves peaking at small
rapidity) and from the decay of b-hadrons (the three carves peaking at large rapidity). JETSET 7.4 PS (solid), JETSET 7.3 PS with
DELPHI decay Tables (dashed) and HERWIG 5.7 (dotted). Distributions normalized to 1.
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momenta above 0.2 GeVlc.
In the calculation of the energies, all charged particles have been assumed to have the pion mass.
Events due to beam-gas scattering and to yy interactions have been estimated to be less than 0.1% of
the sample; background from r+r- events was calculated to be less than 0.2%.
The influence of the detector on the analysis was
studied with the simulation program DELSIM [ 81.
Events were generated with the
(a) JETSET 7.3 Parton Shower (PS) Monte Carlo program [4] with parameters tuned by DELPHI (in
particular, the Peterson fragmentation function [ 91
was used for heavy quarks). The particles were
followed through the detailed geometry of DELPHI giving simulated digitizations in each detector.
These data were processed with the same reconstruction and analysis programs as the real data.
Simulations based on:
(b) HERWIG 5.7, with cluster fragmentation
[ lo] ;
(c) JETSET 7.4 PS, with string fragmentation
and
Bowler parametrization
of the fragmentation function;
(d) JETSET 7.3 PS with Lund symmetric fragmentation
function;
(e) ARIADNE [ 111, with dipole fragmentation
were also used to estimate the systematic errors. The
average energies of b-hadrons in these simulation programs, normalized to the beam energy, were respectively 0.70 for (a), 0.67 for (b), 0.69 for (c), 0.74
for (d) and 0.70 for (e) .
2.1. b-tagging
Event samples of different flavour content were
obtained by using a lifetime tag algorithm, originally
developed by the ALEPH Collaboration
[ 121 and
,adapted for DELPHI data [ 131. It is constructed from
the lifetime signed impact parameter [ 141 of charged
particles, di, in the Y, 4 plane. Defining the impact
parameter significance of each track by S = di/Vi,
where Ui is the measured error on di, and selecting
only those tracks with negative values of S, which
principally
emanate from hadrons coming directly
from the primary vertex, allows a resolution function
for S to be constructed directly from the data. The
resolution function can then be applied to define a
probability function P( SO), that gives the probabil-
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ity of a track originating from the primary vertex to
have an absolute significance value of So or greater.
In the present analysis, an impact parameter tag is
formulated by combining the probabilities
of those
tracks with positive S within a given hemisphere, as
determined by the plane perpendicular
to the thrust
axis, to give an event hemisphere probability of Ph:

where
N

n

3

l--JP(Si).
i=l

By construction, Ph gives the probability for the N
tracks in a given hemisphere to be consistent with all
coming from the primary vertex.
In this paper, unless otherwise stated, hemispheres
opposite to those for which Ph is less than 0.001
were selected. This gives a b purity of 91.8% for the
selected sample of hemispheres. The contamination
from cE events was estimated to be 5.0%, while the
remaining 3.2% is due to light quark-antiquark
pairs.
The selection efficiency is about 17% for events with
thrust axis contained in the VD acceptance.
2.2. Selection of p

candidates

Kz and A candidates were detected by their decay
in flight into &rand PIF respectively.
Candidate secondary decays, Va, in the selected
sample of hadronic events were found by considering
all pairs of oppositely charged particles. The vertex
defined by each such pair was determined such that
- the x2 of the hypothesis of a common vertex was minimized. The tracks were then refitted to the common
vertex.
The Va decay vertex candidates were required to
satisfy the following:
- the probability of the x2 fit to the vertex was larger
than 0.01;
- in the RC#Jplane, the angle between the vector sum
of the charged particle momenta and the line joining the primary to the secondary vertex was less
than ( 10 + 20/p,) mrad, where p’r is the transverse
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momentum of the Va candidate relative to the beam
axis, in GeVlc;
- the radial separation of the primary and secondary
vertex in the R+ plane was greater than four standard deviations;
- when the reconstructed decay point of the Vs was
beyond the VD radius, there were no signals in the
VD consistent with association to the decay tracks;
- the transverse momentum of each particle of the Va
with respect to the line of flight was larger than 0.02
GeVlc.
The &rTT- and pv- (pm+) invariant masses (attributing to the track of larger momentum the proton
(antiproton) mass) for the candidates passing the cuts
listed above were calculated. The average detection
efficiency from this procedure is about 36% for Kg -+
rr+rr- and about 28% for A --) prr- in multihadronic
events.
The rr
and p7r invariant mass spectra after the
cuts listed above are shown in Fig. 2a and 2b respectively. From Fig. 2a, it is clearly visible that our simulation, based on JETSET, overestimates the Kg production; this happens especially in the low momentum region [ 151. By parameterizing
the signal with
a double Gaussian (which accounts for the variation
of the width as a function of the momentum) one has
13334% 171 Kg and 3444f. 164 A in the selected sample. The weighted average width is about 5.4 MeV/c2
for Kg and 2.4 MeVIe
for A.
In the analysis presented in this paper, the numbers
of reconstructed Kt and A in a given kinematical region were estimated by fitting the invariant mass spectra of the candidates with a double Gaussian, and by
parametrizing the background with a polynomial. The
K’$ signal was also estimated by fitting a polynomial
form to the invariant mass distribution having excluded
the mass window between 0.48 and 0.52 GeV/c2 and
then subtracting that estimated background from the
total number of candidates in the signal region. To
complete the estimation of the systematic errors the
order of the polynomial used to parametrize the background was varied and different mass windows were
used in the fits.
Reconstruction efficiencies were calculated by generating hadronic Z decays with the JETSET 7.3 PS
model [ 41, passing them through the DELSIM Monte
Carlo simulation program [ 81 in the same way as the
data and then comparing the simulated with the gen-

erated distributions. These efficiencies also included
the corrections for the relevant branching fractions.
2.3. Kf andp
K’ and p were selected by using the information
provided by both the Barrel RICH and the energy loss
in TPC.
In the Barrel RICH, for each mass hypothesis
(e/,u/r/Klp),
the signal detected is compared to the
sum of the expected signal for the given momentum,
plus a background extracted from the data. From this
a likelihood probability is computed [7,16]. Quality cuts and cuts on the likelihood probabilities are
set. For example, to select a kaon its probability is
required to be above 30%, and the number of photoelectrons after background subtraction should be less
than 20. For the energy loss by ionization in TPC, the
measured value of dE/dX has to be within 3 standard
deviations of the value expected for a kaon and 3 standard deviations outside the value expected for pions.
The information coming from dE/dX and from the
RICH are combined. The full detector simulation is
used to estimate the efficiency and the rejection factor. Selected track samples (pions from K$ decays,
protons from A and K* from Do) are used to check
simulation predictions.
The efficiency for the identification of a K*, averaged over the momentum spectrum above 0.7 GeV/c,
was estimated from simulation to be 64% with a contamination of 34% in the sample selected for this analysis. The average efficiency for the identification of
a proton was estimated to be about 65% with a contamination of 56%. The conservative systematic uncertainties used for this analysis were f 15% on the
tagging efficiencies and f30% on the contaminations.

3. Analysis and results
3.1. Charged particles
3.1.1. Average multiplicity
In order to extract the true multiplicity distribution,
F,, from that measured, F,, an acceptance matrix, A,
was constructed using the JETSET Monte Carlo generator [ 41 with full detector simulation to account for
the event and track selection efficiencies and for the
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Table 1
Measured mean hemisphere multiplicities,
hemisphere probability, Ph.
Sample

Hemisphere

(1)

ph

(2)
(3)

0.8
0.01

<
<

< nh >, in three

Probability
<

P,, <
Ph <

0.0001

1.0
0.8

event samples of different flavour content, fq, elected by applying cuts on the

fb

0.95 1
0.049
0.163

additional spurious tracks arising from hadron interactions in the detector material and from photon conversions:
A,==

MMC
NMC *
”

Here, Nfc is the number of simulated events generated with multiplicity IZ, including contributions from
charged particles resulting from Kg and A decays,
while 44% gives the number of events generated with
multiplicity n but observed with multiplicity m. Thus,
by construction, the elements of the acceptance matrix
A,, denote the probability of an event with original
multiplicity n to be observed as an event registering m
charged particles, and are at first order independent of
the shape of the multiplicity distribution of the simulation at generator level. The original multiplicity distribution, Fn, is then unfolded from that observed, Fm,
by a maximum likelihood method using the function:
Fm = c

A,,F,

,

n

where F, is represented by the Negative Binomial distribution [ 171 whose free parameters give the true
mean multiplicity,
< n >, and the dispersion, D.
The overall normalization factor, which gives the total
number of events corrected for detector acceptance,
was also allowed to vary in the fit. This procedure corrects also for the cuts related to the selection of multihadronic events. The method was extensively tested
on fully simulated events and in all cases the Negative
Binomial distribution was able to reproduce the mean
of the true multiplicity to within 0.2%.
The method was first applied to all hadronic events
from which a value for the mean hemisphere multiplicity of 10.569f0.002
was measured, in good agreement with that obtained from a multiplicity analysis
appearing in a previous publication [ 181.

fuds

0.018
0.822
0.645

<

fc

0.031
0.129
0.192

nh >

11.557 f 0.038
10.331 f 0.014
10.571 f 0.006

Cuts on the hemisphere probability, Ph, were then
applied in order to select samples of events enriched in
( 1) b and (2) uds contents. A third sample (3) containing very approximately the nominal quark flavour
ratios was also selected in order to constrain the charm
contribution to the hemisphere multiplicity measurements. A c-enriched sample of events could not however be obtained owing to the lack of sensitivity of the
lifetime tag algorithm to the charm contribution.
The mean hemisphere multiplicity, < nh >, of these
three samples was then unfolded, computing separately for each sample the acceptance matrix. The results together with the hemisphere probability cuts applied and the corresponding fractions of q-type quarks
fq, as determined from the simulation, are shown in
Table 1.
In each of the three samples, the average multiplicity < nh > is a linear combination of the unknowns
< nh >b, < nh >,& and < rzh >c. One can thus formulate a set of three simultaneous equations to compute these unknowns. Factors CJi) multiplying the coefficients f4 were introduced to account for possible biases introduced by the application of the hemisphere probability cuts; these factors were computed
by means of the simulation*.
< nh > (I)= fi’)Cb’)
+ f(‘
c)C,(‘)

< nh >b +f$C$s)

< nh >C ,

< nh >(*)= &*‘Cb(*) < nh >b +f$C$)
+ f(*)C~‘
)
c

< nh >,&

< nh >&

< nh >= ,

2 The Ci” should be all equal to one if there was no correlation
between hemispheres; despite the fact that the cuts were applied
to the jet opposite to that being analyzed, small correlations were
nevertheless observed, which affect the determination of < nh >b
at the level of 1%.
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<

nh

f

>(3)=fi3’c,(3)< nh
f(3k,(3)
< nh >c .
c

>b

+f$ic$

< nh

>uds

Solving the above equations gave the following mean
charged particle multiplicities for a single hemisphere:
< Izh >b= 11.66 f 0.04 ,
< nh >c= 10.92 f 0.16 ,
< nh >u&= 10.10 f 0.04 .
The relatively large uncertainty
of the measured
mean multiplicity for charm stems from the inability
of the Ph variable to extract a c-enriched sample of
events. From the hemisphere measurements appearing
in Table 1, the difference in average total charged multiplicity between b6 events, < n >t,t+ and light quark
events (uds), < n >Ii, is then computed to be:
&l =< n >b6 - < n >,I

= 2(< nh >b - < ,‘& >&)

= 3.12& 0.09 .

Systematic uncertainties affect the shape of the impact parameter distribution of tracks used in the construction of the hemisphere probability, Ph, and consequently affect the determination of the flavour content
as a function of Ph. Such uncertainties were investigated by means of the simulation. The main physics
sources of these uncertainties arise from the assumed
lifetime of b-hadrons (76 = 1.52 f 0.04 ps) [ 191,
the D+, Do lifetimes and production rates [ 201, the Z
branching ratios into heavy quark pairs [ 211 and the
heavy quark fragmentation functions [ 221. Uncertainties in the determination of the resolution function and
in the bias coefficients, C& were also investigated. In
the latter case, the uncertamty was estimated by solving the simultaneous
equations assuming no correlation between hemispheres, i.e. with Ci = 1. The larger
systematic error on &I, in comparison to < nh >b, is
a consequence of the large overlap in the Ph distribution between c and uds events, making the extraction
of the light quark multiplicity less precise than that of
the b.
In addition, uncertainties due to the detector acceptance and the track and event selections were investigated by varying the selection criteria. A further systematic error, due to photon conversions in the material
of the detector, was estimated by varying their number in the simulation by flO%. These uncertainties
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affect mainly the absolute multiplicity values rather
than the multiplicity difference, &l, and are estimated
to be about f0.22
for < nh >b. The analysis was repeated with different cuts applied to the hemisphere
probability, Ph, and the results obtained did not differ
significantly. A b enriched sample of events was also
selected by demanding in the opposite jet the presence
of a muon with large momentum
(p > 7 GeVlc)
and large transverse momentum with respect to the jet
axis (pi > 1.1 GeV/c). The b purity of the sample
obtained was approximately 83%, as estimated from
the simulation, and the resulting analysis of the hemisphere opposite to that containing the lepton yielded
measurements of < Izh >b = 11.39 f 0.10 and &,l =
2.68 f 0.16, which is consistent with the result from
the lifetime tag analysis and is largely subject to different systematic uncertainties.
The final mean values of the event multiplicity in
b events, < n >b6, taken as twice that of < nh >b,
and the multiplicity difference between b6 and light
quark-antiquark
events, are thus:
< n >,,6= 23.32 f 0.08 f 0.50 ,
&l = 3.12 f 0.09 f 0.67 .

(1)
(2)

These values include the products of Kg and A decays.
3.1.2. Comparison with QCD models
According to QCD in the modified leading logarithmic approximation
(MLLA) , the effective cut off
for the emission of gluons from quarks is directly proportional to the mass of the quark and takes the form
00 = m,/E, [23,24]. For the heavy b quarks, there
is thus a resulting suppression of gluons in the forward direction around the b quark. When further invoking the hypothesis of local parton hadron duality
(LPHD) [ 251, the predicted restriction of gluon emission in the forward direction is then expected to manifest itself in a suppression of the multiplicity of light
hadrons accompanying
the decay products of the bhadrons when compared with that arising from events
initiated by the light uds quarks at the same centre-ofmass energy [ 241. The extent of this corresponding
loss in particle production has been the subject of recent theoretical study [ 26-281. The most remarkable
aspect to have arisen from these investigations is the
realization that the expected depletion in the so called
‘companion’ (nonleading)
multiplicity, which refers
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3. Experimental measurements of the charged particle multiplicity difference between b and uds events, &,I, as a function of
centre-of-mass energy, W. Also shown is the QCD upper bound value of &/ < 3.7 - 4.1 and the expectations from the modified naive
model (the band corresponds to the range < xE >B = 0.69 - 0.73)

to the light quark multiplicity which accompanies the
decay products of the primary hadrons, is independent
of the centre-of-mass energy W - a striking prediction
given the rise of average multiplicity with W. Quantitatively, Petrov and Kisselev [27] have evaluated a
rigorous upper bound for the multiplicity difference,
&, of&l < 3.7 - 4.1, with the exact vahte depending
on the b quark mass. A less rigorous derivation of the
absolute value gives &I = 3.68 at W = 91 GeV for mb
= 4.8 GeV/c* [ 271.
However, in an alternative
(‘modified
naive’)
model [27,29],
the companion
multiplicity
in an
event is governed by the effective energy available
to the fragmentation
system following the production of the primary hadrons with energy fraction,
XE

=

2

-

Ehadron/W.

The JETSET 7.3 Parton Shower model [4], when
used to express the dependence on W of the energy
fraction carried by leading hadrons in bb and in light
quark-antiquark
events, predicts a &l of 4.2 5 0.4 at
29GeV and 1.8hO.3 at 91 GeV, witha furthererrorof
order f0.5 due to the uncertainty associated with the
estimate of the light quark event multiplicity variation
with centre-of-mass
energy.
The available results on & from different centreof-mass energies [ 301 are displayed in Fig. 3, together

with the theoretical predictions. The data, although statistically limited at the lower centre-of-mass energies,
remains compatible with the MLLA prediction of an
energy independent multiplicity difference, &. This
is exemplified by a straight line fit of the form &,l =
gW + d, which yields values of g = -0.024 f 0.016
GeV-’ and d = 5.3 f 1.2 with a x*IDF of 1.0/3.
Assuming zero gradient, g = 0, gives a value for the
constant, d, of 3.5 f 0.4 with a ,y*/DF of 3.514. The
average of &,l from LEP and SLC experiments is also
seen to lie witbin the QCD upper bound of &l < 4.1
and is in reasonable agreement with the less precise
prediction for the absolute value of &,Z = 3.68 assuming mb = 4.8 GeVf c2.
3.1.3. b fragmentation
A measurement of < n >bb can further be used to
provide information on the fragmentation of b quarks
into b-hadrons, in terms of the mean scaled energy
variable, < XE > = 2 &,&on/W, where ,?&bn is the
energy of the b-hadron and W is the centre-of-mass
energy [ 26,29,3 1] . The method relies on distinguishing between “leading” and “non-leading” multiplicity
contribution to < n >,,6. The “leading” event multiplicity is the number of charged particles from the decay of the two primary hadrons, n$, while the “non-
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leading” multiplicity is that due to the remainder of
the fragmentation
system, $‘k. While the former depends only on the type of b-hadrons produced, the
latter is governed by the energy available to the fragmenting system, En’, whose mean value is determined
from the heavy quark fragmentation
function by the
simple relationship < XE >B= l- < E >“’/W. The
relationship between < n >:k and < E Y1, or equivalently < XE >B, was determined using JETSET 7.3
PS incorporating parameters tuned to fit LEP data. The
fragmentation function used was that of Peterson [ 91,
whose free parameter, Eb, was varied across a wide
range of values.
The mean multiplicity of b-hadrons has been measured at the Y (4s) [ 321 and recently at the Z resonance [ 21 (see also next section). The values at the
two centre-of-mass
energies agree within the errors,
although the composition of b flavoured hadrons is different. Assuming, as in previous studies [ 11,< n >$
= 11 .O f 0.2 at the Z peak, then the non-leading multiplicity is found to be:

= 12.32 f 0.08 f 0.54 .
This results in a mean scaled energy for b-hadrons

(B) of:
< XE >B= 0.688 f 0.004 f 0.028 .

(3)

Systematic errors arising from uncertainties in the
value of the QCD scale parameter and in the knowledge of the precise form of the heavy quark fragmentation function, which affect the relationship between < 12 >il and < XE >B, are Smdl by comparison. The above result corresponds to a value of Eb
= 0.008 ; z;my as used in the IETSET Monte Carlo
model.
3.1.4. Multiplicity distribution and momentum
spectrum
This analysis was based on the sample of data taken
during 1993, corresponding
to 30113 hemispheres
from 63 1849 hadronic events.
The distribution in the variable tp = - ln(p/&&
for charged particles in b6 events is plotted in Fig. 4a
and tabulated in Table 2. In the figure and the table,
the distributions are compared with all events [ 331.
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Table 2
Differential cross section for charged particles production in b
hemispheres and in untagged hemispheres as a function of &,.
&-interval
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.4
4.6
4.8
5.0
5.2
5.4
5.6
5.8

-

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.4
4.6
4.8
5.0
5.2
5.4
5.6
5.8
6.0

( 1/2aMld&

0.005
0.030
0.099
0.211
0.366
0.583
0.926
1.313
1.742
2.153
2.646
2.954
3.199
3.393
3.600
3.678
3.684
3.656
3.565
3.321
3.119
2.712
2.396
1.930
1.556
1.187
0.864
0.622
0.417

zt 0.001
& 0.003
f 0.006
f 0.009
f 0.012
f. 0.016
f 0.021
f 0.025
f 0.030
f 0.033
f 0.036
f 0.038
f 0.039
f 0.040
f 0.041
rt 0.041
f 0.041
f 0.040
rt 0.039
f 0.038
f 0.037
rt 0.034
f 0.031
f 0.027
f 0.023
zt 0.019
rfr 0.015
f 0.012
f 0.011

b

(l/2u)du/d&,
0.009
0.034
0.105
0.198
0.324
0.510
0.715
0.991
1.262
1.544
1.834
2.112
2.375
2.628
2.824
3.002
3.085
3.199
3.186
3.175
3.116
3.014
2.736
2.444
2.201
1.844
1.324
0.945
0.609
0.394

f
f
f
f
f
f
zt
ct
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
zt
f
rt
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

all ev

0.002
0.004
0.007
0.009
0.011
0.014
0.016
0.020
0.022
0.024
0.026
0.028
0.030
0.031
0.032
0.032
0.033
0.034
0.033
0.033
0.034
0.034
0.032
0.031
0.031
0.029
0.023
0.020
0.017
0.019

We have computed the multiplicity with a method
similar to that described in [ 181. The probability of
having n charged particles in a b hemisphere, Pb (n) ,
was computed as

where Pyc( n) is the probability (in the simulation
at generator level) of having 12charged particles in a
b6 event, P&!&,_d(n) is the same probability in the benriched simulated sample, A,,,,, is computed by simulation and gives the probability that an event with m
observed charged particles comes from events with IZ
charged particles, a(m) is the true number of events
with m charged particles, and N is a normalization
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Table 3
Probability distribution for charged particle multiplicity in b hemispheres and in all events (%).

n

0123456

tP

n

Fig. 4. & (a) and multiplicity (b) distributions for charged particles in b hemispheres (open circles), normalized to the total
number of hemispheres, compared to the same distributions in
hadronic (untagged) events (closed circles). The predictions from
JETSET 7.4 PS are drawn as solid lines.

factor such that Pei$T&r is normalized to unity. The
absolute value of the difference between Ppc (n) and
P$T&J n) was taken as an estimate of the systematic
error.
The distribution of multiplicity in b hemispheres
is plotted in Fig. 4b and tabulated in Table 3. The
figure also compares the multiplicity distribution in
the b hemispheres to that of the non-tagged sample.
From the b multiplicity a value of < n >t,G= 23.02 f
0.06( stat) was obtained which is consistent with the
determination above (see Eq. ( 1) ) .

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

pb(n)

0.147 zt 0.024
0.501 zt 0.036
1.57 f 0.12
2.79 f 0.21
5.46 f 0.38
6.66 f 0.48
9.04 f 0.57
9.45 f 0.52
10.11 f 0.44
9.64 f 0.29
8.79 f 0.18
7.66 f 0.22
6.32 zt 0.27
5.16 f 0.31
4.50 f 0.32
3.17 f 0.29
2.54 f 0.28
1.93 f 0.25
1.33 f 0.21
1.03 f 0.17
0.82 f 0.15
0.54 f 0.10
0.384 rrt 0.085
0.258 III 0.064
0.191 -f 0.054
0.126 f 0.044
0.081 f 0.029
0.062 f 0.028
-

pdn)

0.124 rt
0.466 -f
1.21 f
2.67 f
4.56 f
7.04 zt
8.58 f
9.97 f
10.20 f
9.87 f
8.85 f
7.83 f
6.44 +
5.19 zt
4.14 It
3.22 f
2.490 f
1.980 f
1.400 f
1.04 f
0.76 f
0.591 f
0.426 f
0.285 f
0.212 f
0.128 zt
0.076 f
0.041 f
0.042 f
0.015 f

0.020
0.065
0.17
0.10
0.17
0.26
0.31
0.36
0.36
0.35
0.32
0.28
0.23
0.19
0.15
0.12
0.094
0.077
0.056
0.14
0.10
0.081
0.059
0.040
0.031
0.019
0.014
0.007
0.021
0.005

3.1.5. Average decay multiplicity of b-hadrons
The rapidity distribution Y( 1y I) (with respect to the
thrust axis of the event) of charged particles opposite
to a b-tagged hemisphere (Fig. 5a) was corrected bin
by bin using the simulation for detector effects, for
correlations between hemispheres and for the contamination from non-bb events, giving the rapidity distributions for b6 events. This was then fitted to the expression

dlYI)=N((l -hff(lYI) +~fd(lYl))

(4)

where ff and fd are the distributions expected from
fragmentation
and decays of b-hadrons respectively,
LYis the fraction of particles arising from the decay
of the b-hadron, and N is a normalization factor. Taking ff and fd from JETSET PS model with Peterson
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Fig. 5. Rapidity distribution for (a) charged particles, (b) fro’s, (c) A, (d) K* in b6 events. The two components from decay of
b-hadrons and fragmentation (as in JETSET 7.3 PS) are shown; their sum is the histogram.

fragmentation
gives a = 0.501 f 0.003, with a x2 of
20.7 on 17 degrees of freedom. The result of the fit
from this model was used for the measurement, because it was shown to reproduce the inclusive distributions reasonably well. By taking the distributions ff
and fd from the different models mentioned in Section 2, different results on the fraction (Y of particles
coming from the b-hadron decay were obtained; the
RMS spread of these measurements
was used as an
estimate of the systematic error from this source. A
second source of systematic error includes the effect

of an additional uncertainty of f 10% (uncorrelated)
on the efficiency for each rapidity bin, to account for
possible rapidity-dependent
effects. By folding these
results with Eq. ( l), the average number of charged
particles from the decay of a b-hadron is:
n(B ---f ChargedX)
= 5.84 f O.O4(stat) f 0.38(syst)

.

(5)

From the mixture of b-hadrons produced at LEP
energies, OPAL has recently measured an average
charged decay multiplicity of 5.51 f 0.05 f 0.51 [ 21.
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3.2. Ic$ and A

n(B -+ AX) = 0.059 f 0.007.

The total yields of Kg and A in b6 events were calculated by integrating the efficiency corrected momentum distributions measured in the hemisphere opposite
to the b-tagged hemisphere as described in [ 15,341.
The above integrals were corrected for the contamination from non-bb events assuming that the production rate of Kg and A is that measured in inclusive
production in hadronic 2 decays [ 15,341. The resulting production rates are:

Figs. 5b and 5c show the comparison of the uncorrected measured rapidity distributions with respect to
the thrust axis with the results of the fits.
In the above, no account is taken in the fits to the
rapidity distribution of the differences between measured and predicted momentum spectra. Since our simulation severely overestimates the Kg production rate,
especially in the low momentum region where the
fragmentation production is dominant, a reweighting
procedure was applied. The predictions of the momentum spectra of the fragmentation and B-decay components were scaled to fit the measured momentum distributions. The resulting momentum spectra were used
to reweight the simulated events on an event by event
basis from which new predictions of the rapidity distributions were found. The covariance matrix V in the
expression (8) was modified in order to include the
scaling errors due to the uncertainty on our measured
momentum spectra. By repeating the minimization of
(8) the following results were found: n( B -+ KgX) =
0.274 f 0.015, and n( B --+ AX) = 0.063 f 0.011.
In order to check possible systematic effects due
to performing the analysis with respect to the thrust
axis another vector was formed to estimate the direction of the b-hadron. Neutral and charged reconstructed particles with rapidity greater than 1.5 with
respect to the thrust axis were used to define a b-axis
using the vector sum of their momenta. Such a vector is a good approximation of the b-hadron direction
as shown in [ 351. The rapidity distibutions
of Kg
and A defined with respect to this b-axis were compared as before with the predictions from the simulation. Using JETSET 7.3 model with Peterson fragmentation the results of the fit were: n(B -+ KiX) =
0.300 & 0.010, and n( B -+ AX) = 0.048 f 0.008. By
using the reweighted distributions the following average multiplicities
were obtained: n(B -+ K’$X) =
0.279 i 0.015, and n(B + AX) = 0.057 zt 0.012.
All the measurements
were used to calculate the
uncertainties due to the momentum spectra and choice
of the reconstructed B direction, with the results (9)
and ( 10) used as the central values. Finally we obtain:

< KO, >b6 = 1.08 f O.O3(stat) f O.OS(syst)

(6)

< A >b6 = 0.338 f 0.021( stat) f O.O42(syst)

(7)

where the systematic error accounts for the background subtraction, the efficiency corrections, extrapolation to the invisible momentum region and the
non-bb contamination.
To estimate the fraction of Kg and A from the decays
of b-hadrons, the measured rapidity distributions with
respect to the thrust axis opposite a b-tagged hemisphere were compared with the distributions predicted
by IETSET 7.3 PS model with Peterson fragmentation, as in Section 3.1.5.
Since the reconstruction efficiencies for both Ki and
A depend on the momentum, rather than the rapidity,
the predictions from the simulation were weighted by
means of visibility weights computed as a function of
momentum.
In the following the measured rapidity distributions
were fitted to the expression (4) by minimizing the
quantity
E.V-‘.R

(8)

where
Ri is a vector with elements Ri = m( lyil) - I( jyil)
m( ly;l) is the measurement for the rapidity bin i
Y( JyJ) is the prediction for the rapidity bin i
V is the covariance matrix that accounts for statistical correlations between the rapidity bins. These
correlations arise because each rapidity bin contains
events from across the momentum range and the
efficiencies are a strong function of momentum.
The fits resulted in the following average multiplicities:
n( B -+ Ko,X) = 0.290 f 0.011

(9)

n(B -+ Ko,X) =0.290f

0.011 ho.027

n( B --+ AX) = 0.059 f 0.007 f 0.009.

(10)

(11)
(12)
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The first error includes the statistical error, the systematic error coming from the fits to the invariant mass
spectra and from the rapidity distribution fit. The second error gives the RMS deviation of the four measurements combined with an estimation of the variation in the final results (9% for the Kg and 13% for
the A) if the other models listed in Section 2 were
used to predict the rapidity distributions.
The branching fraction of nonstrange B mesons into
A plus anything has been measured at the Y (4s) to
be (4.0 f 0.5) % [ 201. If one neglects the difference
between the B, and the nonstrange mesons, and assumes that the fraction of b-baryons produced in the
hadronization
of a b quark is (8 f 2) % (this fraction is well determined by the probability of exciting a
diquark-antidiquarkpair
from the vacuum [ 361) , then
the branching fraction of any b-baryon (“Ab”) into A
plus anything is determined as

The systematic error assumes in a conservative way
an uncertainty of f 15% on the detection efficiency,
and of f 30% on the contamination.
Using JETSET 7.3 PS + Peterson fragmentation to model ff and fd, the fractions of K* and
(anti) protons from the decay of b-hadrons were measured to be 0.639 & 0.025 (x2/NDF
= 13.1/17)
and 0.249 f 0.029 (x2/NDF = 38.5/17). By using
the same procedure as in Section 3.1.5, the average
number of K* and (anti)protons
from the decay of a
b-hadron is:

Br( Ab + AX) = 0.28+$;7,.

n(B + K’X)

unobserved region by means of IETSET 7.4, we obtain
the average number of K* and p per hadronic (bb)
event:
< K* >b6= 2.74 f O.lO( stat) f 0.49( syst)

(13)

<p

(14)

>b6= 1.13fO.O5(stat)

&0.26(syst).

= 0.88 f O.O5(stat) f O.l8(syst)
In this result, the branching fraction was constrained
to be larger than zero and smaller than one.

n(B + PX)
= 0.141 f 0.018( stat) f 0.056( syst) .

3.3. G

and p

In this study, a sample of events collected during
1992, and in which both the gaseous and the liquid radiators in the Barrel RICH were operating, was used.
This sample corresponds to 118 498 selected hadronic
events. The b tagging algorithm selected 4 651 of
them. Both hemispheres
were studied in this case,
since there is no reason for the b-tagging algorithm to
bias the K* and p content.
The rapidity distribution of the K’ and protons in
b-tagged events was studied.
For each interval of the absolute value of rapidity
(with respect to the thrust axis), the number of K* and
protons was computed for real data and for events
coming from the full detector simulation. The simulation was then used to correct the data for detector effects, for a possible bias coming from the selection of
b hemispheres, for correlations between hemispheres
and for the contamination
from non-bb events, giving
the rapidity distributions for b6 events.
The rapidity distribution for K* is shown in Fig. 5d.
By summing the contents of the bins of the rapidity
distribution,
for ]y] < 3.8 and extrapolating to the

(15)

(16)

The systematic error accounts for an uncertainty of
f15% on the efficiency as a function of rapidity, and
for a correlated uncertainty of f30% on the background.

4. Summary and discussion
The average multiplicities

of K& K*, (anti)proton,

A( A) and charged particles in b6 events from the
decay of the Z have been measured to be
< Ki >,,is= 1.08 f O.O3(stat) f 0.05( syst)
< K* >t,b= 2.74 f O.lO( stat) f 0.49( syst)
< p >b6= 1.13 f O.OS(stat) f 0.26(syst)
< A >,,6= 0.338 f 0.021 (stat) f 0.042( syst)
< n >b6= 23.32 f 0.08( stat) f 0.50( syst) .
The average number of Kg per bb event is about 1.5
standard deviations higher than the average yield in
hadronic events (0.981 f0.030) as measured by DELPHI [15].
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Table 4
Average multiplicities measured by experiments at the 2 peak for multihadronic events and by DELPHI for bl? events, compared with the
predictions from JETSET 7.4 PS and HERWIG 5.7.
J.EP+sLc,

qq

574, qzi

HERWIG, qq

DELPHI, bb

574, b6

HERWIG, bii

< IC; >

1.020 zt 0.018

1.10

1.04

1.08 zt 0.06

1.24

1.40

< K* >

2.35 z!z 0.10

2.29

2.27

2.74 rt 0.50

2.66

3.16

<P>

0.98 rt 0.09

1.16

0.99

1.13 rt 0.27

0.94

0.63

<A>

0.367 zt 0.010

0.38

0.46

0.338 rt 0.047

0.29

0.27

<n>

20.92 & 0.19

21.0

20.3

23.3

26.6

The difference in multiplicity between p decays
giving b and uds quarks has been measured to be:

23.32 f

0.51

n( B -+ AX) = 0.059 f 0.007( stat) f. 0.009( syst)
n(B + ChargedX)

= 5.84&0.04(stat)f0.38(syst)

,

& = 3.12 f 0.09( stat) f 0.67( syst) .
This result lies within the QCD upper bound prediction of &,l < 4.1 and is in reasonable agreement
with the less precise prediction for the absolute value
of &l = 3.68 for mb = 4.8 GeV/c2. It is not however
consistent with the naive model approach which assumes that the non-leading multiplicity in bb events is
the same as that in light quark events of energy equivalent to that of the fragmenting system in bb events.
The mean charged hadron multiplicity was used to
extract a value for the mean scaled energy taken by
the primordial b-hadron of:
< xE >E= 0.688 i 0.004( stat) f 0.028( syst) ,
in good agreement with measurements
from inclusive
lepton and other types of analyses [ 221.
The DELPHI results on multiplicities in bi; events
are compared with the predictions from JETSET 7.4
PS and HERWIG 5.7, and with results at the Z peak for
untagged qq events [ 371, in Table 4. JETSET PS accounts for the observed results both in tagged b6 events
and untagged events, except that it predicts a too large
Kg fraction in both samples.

The average number of Kg, A (A) and charged particles produced in the decay of a b-hadron (for the
mixture of b-hadrons produced at LEP) are respectively
n( B + K;X)

= 0.290 f 0.011 (stat) f 0.027( syst)

n(B -+ K’X)

= 0.88 f O.O5(stat) f O.l8(syst)

n(B -+ px)

= 0.141 f O.O18(stat) f O.O56(syst)

where the errors quoted as “statistical” for the Kg and
A multiplicities include a contribution from the background estimate.
The average multiplicities of Ki and K* from the
decays of b-hadrons are consistent with those measuredattheY(4S),
(32.0&1.9)%and
(80.7&4.8)%
respectively [ 371. In particular, our result is consistent
with the fact that the average Kg multiplicity is less
than half the average K* multiplicity, against expectations based on isospin considerations. The fractions
of inclusive A and inclusive proton production in the
decay of nonstrange B mesons have been measured at
theY(4S)
tobe (4.0&0.5)%and
(8.0&0.5)%respectively [ 205. The average multiplicity of A and p
in the decays of b-hadrons at LEP is expected to be
bigger because of the presence of b-baryons. From the
difference of the inclusive branching fraction of the
b-hadrons into A measured at LEP and at the Y (4s))
the branching fraction of any b-baryon (“Ab”) into A
plus anything has been determined as:
Br(Ab

-+ AX) --0 .28+‘0.12.
.17
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